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Abstract 
Board, R. and L. Pitt, On the necessity of Occam algorithms, Theoretical Computer Science 100 
(1992) 157-184. 
The distribution-independent model of concept learning from examples (“PAC-learning”) due to 
Valiant (1984) is investigated. It has been shown that the existence of an &cam algorithm for a class 
of concepts is a sufficient condition for the PAC-learnability of that class (Blumer et al. 1987, 1989). 
(An Occam algorithm is a randomized polynomial-time algorithm that, when given as input 
a sample of strings of some unknown concept to be learned, outputs a small description of a concept 
that is consistent with the sample.) In this paper it is shown for many natural concept classes that the 
PAC-learnability of the class implies the existence of an Occam algorithm for the class. More 
generally, the property of closure under exception lists is defined, and it is shown that for any concept 
class with this property, PAC-learnability of the class is equivalent to the existence of an Occam 
algorithm for the class. An interpretation of these results is that for many classes, PAC-learnability is 
equivalent to data compression. 
1. Introduction 
The distribution-independent model of concept learning (PAC-learning, for 
“probably approximately correct learning”) was introduced by Valiant [21] and has 
been widely used to investigate the phenomenon of learning from examples [6, 10, 181. 
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In this model a concept is a subset of a domain of elements, and a concept class is a set 
of such concepts. A learning algorithm is presented with a collection of domain 
elements, with each element labeled as to whether or not it is a member of some 
unknown concept in the class. These elements are drawn randomly according to 
a fixed but unknown probability distribution. Informally, the concept class is PAC- 
learnable if the learning algorithm runs in polynomial time and, with high probability, 
outputs the description of a concept in the class that differs by only a small amount 
from the unknown concept. 
Although the PAC-learnability (or nonlearnability) of a number of concept classes 
has been established, ad hoc probabilistic arguments have typically been employed. 
This is due in part to the lack of a complete combinatorial characterization of those 
classes that are PAC-learnable, and to the lack of natural necessary and sufficient 
conditions for PAC-learnability.’ 
Two seminal papers by Blumer et al. have partially resolved this problem: Sujicient 
conditions for the PAC-learnability of a concept class were established [3, 41. In 
particular, it was shown that the existence of a polynomial-time Occam algorithm for 
a concept class implies that the concept class is PAC-learnable. An Occam algorithm 
is an algorithm that, when given a finite set of examples of any concept in the class, 
outputs a description of a “simple” concept in the class that is consistent with the 
given sample. Depending on whether the domain is discrete or continuous, the 
definition of “simple” corresponds to either the number of bits in the concept 
description [3] or to the complexity of the class of possible hypotheses output by the 
algorithm, as measured by a combinatorial parameter called the Vapnik-Chervonenkis 
dimension [4]. An Occam algorithm is thus able to compress the information con- 
tained in the sample. If such a compression algorithm exists, the concept class is 
PAC-learnable. It was left as an open problem whether PAC-learnability is equivalent 
to the existence of Occam algorithms; i.e., whether the existence of an Occam 
algorithm is also a necessary condition for PAC-learnability. 
Our main results (Theorems 5 and 13, and Corollaries 6 and 14) are that for a wide 
variety of concept classes the existence of an Occam algorithm is in fact a necessary 
condition for PAC-learnability. Such classes include Boolean formulas, circuits, 
deterministic finite automata, decision-lists, decision-trees, and various geometrically- 
defined concept classes. The results are proved by showing that for any concept class 
that is polynomially closed under exception lists, a PAC-learning algorithm may be 
used to obtain an Occam algorithm for the class. Thus, all concept classes which have 
this closure property are PAC-learnable if and only if they admit an Occam algorithm. 
Essentially, a concept class C is polynomially closed under exception lists if there is 
a polynomial-time algorithm that, when given the representation r, of a concept CEC 
and a finite list E of examples (an exception list), outputs the representation r,, of 
a concept C’EC such that the concepts c and c’ agree except on the set E. That is, 
c’ = c @ E (the symmetric difference of c and E). 
1 The work of Blumer et al. [4] gives a characterization when computational efficiency is of no concern. 
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We present our results in two parts; the first applies to concept classes over discrete 
domains, and the second to classes over continuous domains. In the case of continuous 
domains, the simple closure property described above is sufficient to show the 
equivalence of PAC-learnability and the existence of Occam algorithms. For discrete 
domains, a slightly more restrictive property (strong polynomial closure) is necessary. 
Our results have a number of interesting implications, some of which are briefly 
described below. 
The model of PAC-learning requires that a learning algorithm work for arbitrary 
probability distributions over the domain of possible examples of the concept to be 
learned. Our results imply that for concept classes with the required closure proper- 
ties, PAC-learnability is established by the existence of a learning algorithm that need 
only perform correctly on uniform distributions over finite subsets of the domain. 
The PAC-learnability of concept classes which have the required closure properties 
is exactly captured by a related combinatorial optimization problem. By definition, 
the existence of an Occam algorithm for a concept class is equivalent to the existence 
of a very weak approximation algorithm for the minimum consistent representation 
problem that is associated with the class. For example, consider the minimum consist- 
ent DFA problem ~ that of finding a small deterministic finite automaton that is 
consistent with a set of strings labeled as to their membership in some regular 
language. While the problem of finding the smallest consistent DFA is NP-hard, the 
existence of an Occam algorithm for DFAs would provide a polynomial-time approx- 
imation algorithm A with the following properties. When given any set of m strings 
each of length at most n, labeled according to an unknown DFA, A outputs a DFA 
M that is consistent with all m examples and has size at most poly(n, opt)ma, where opt 
is the size of the smallest DFA consistent with the m examples and LY is a constant 
strictly less than 1. Our results hold for DFAs; thus, DFAs are PAC-learnable if and 
only if they have an Occam algorithm, which in turn is equivalent to the existence of 
a very weak approximation algorithm for the minimum consistent DFA problem. 
More generally, any class that is closed under exception lists is PAC-learnable if and 
only if there is a very weak approximation algorithm for the minimum consistent 
representation problem for the class. 
Our results suggest the following technique for proving nonlearnability based only 
on the assumption that the class of languages that can be accepted in random 
polynomial time (RP) is not equal to the class of languages that can be accepted in 
nondeterministic polynomial time (NP): Prove that no Occam algorithm exists; i.e. 
that there is no weak approximation algorithm, in the sense described above, for the 
minimum consistent representation problem unless RP =NP. For example, if the 
nonapproximability bounds for the minimum consistent DFA problem [16] can be 
strengthened, then the nonlearnability of DFAs would be established assuming 
RP #NP. (The nonlearnability of DFAs and Boolean formulas has already been 
established based on ostensibly stronger cryptographic assumptions [12].) 
Two common variants on the standard PAC-learning model (“proper” PAC- 
learning) are learning one class in terms of a second class, and polynomial prediction. 
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Recall that in the original PAC definition the learning algorithm is required to output 
a hypothesis drawn from the same class as the unknown concept to be learned. A class 
C, is PAC-learnable in terms of a class CZ if there exists a learning algorithm for C1 
that always outputs hypotheses from the class CZ, which may or may not be the same 
as C1 [14]. There exist some classes, such as the class of formulas in disjunctive 
normal form (DNF) with at most k terms, that are not properly PAC-learnable (unless 
RP = NP), but are learnable in terms of another class. A second important relaxation 
of the PAC-learning model is polynomial predictability. In this model, the learning 
algorithm is allowed to output any polynomial-time algorithm as its hypothesis. 
(Equivalently, the learning algorithm need not output any hypothesis whatsoever; it 
merely needs to arrive at a state from which it can classify the next example correctly 
with high probability.) Note that k-term DNF is also an example of a class that is not 
PAC-learnable but is polynomially predictable. Which of these models is best-suited 
to a particular problem depends on the nature of the problem. The model of 
polynomial prediction, in which only minimal restrictions are placed on the form of 
the output hypothesis, may be more appropriate when the goal is simply to find a rule 
for classifying examples. However, if the learning algorithm is embedded in a 
larger system that will make further use of its output hypothesis, then the 
particular representation of the hypothesis is more important. In such situations the 
model of proper PAC-learning, or learning in terms of some particular class, may be 
indicated. 
Schapire [ 191 has proved a very strong compression result in the case of polynomial 
predictability in discrete domains. He shows that if a class over a discrete domain is 
polynomially predictable then there is a polynomial-time algorithm that, given any 
finite sample of a concept in the class, outputs a description of the sample that has size 
at most polynomially larger than the smallest possible consistent description. The size 
of the description is independent of the cardinality of the sample. These results have 
not been extended to continuous domains, and Schapire considers neither proper 
PAC-learning nor learning one class in terms of another class. 
The amount of compression guaranteed by our results is less than that of Schapire; 
however, we have been able to extend our results to cover a wider range of problems. 
In addition to proper PAC-learning in both discrete and continuous domains, our 
results also hold for polynomial prediction in discrete domains, and for learning one 
class in terms of another in discrete domains (for classes admitting the closure 
property). More details relating our work and those of Schapire appear at the the end 
of Section 2 and in the conclusion. 
Another result concerning data compression and PAC-learning is due to Sloan 
[20]. He demonstrates that regardless of the class, PAC-learnability implies the ability 
to find exactly consistent hypotheses from the same class that are only slightly 
compressed (but still have size linear in m) for sufficiently large sample size and 
example length. This slight compression does not appear to be enough to guarantee 
PAC-learnability, whereas the compression by more than a linear amount that is 
guaranteed by Occam algorithms (and Schapire’s results) is sufficient. 
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In the next section we review basic definitions of PAC-learnability and Occam 
algorithms. In Section 3 we formally define two properties of polynomial closure 
under exception lists, and give examples of classes that satisfy these properties. The 
equivalence of PAC-learning and the existence of Occam algorithms for concept 
classes with the required closure properties is presented in Sections 4 and 5 for the 
cases of discrete and continuous domains, respectively. Some extensions and conse- 
quences of these results are discussed in Section 6. 
2. Notation and definitions 
If S and T are sets, then we denote the symmetric difference of S and T by 
S @ T=(S- T)u(T- S). The cardinality of a set S is denoted by 1 SI. If C is a (not 
necessarily finite) alphabet, then C* denotes the set of all finite length strings of 
elements of C. If WEC*, then the length of w, denoted by (w 1, is the number of symbols 
in the string w. Let Ctnl denote the set {weC*: Iwldn}. We let log x denote 
max (log, x, 1). 
Define a concept class to be a pair C=(C, X), where X is a set and C&2’. The 
domain of C is X, and the elements of C are concepts. The domain X can be thought of 
as a universe of objects, and each concept in C as the set of objects with certain 
properties. We are interested in the problem of determining which concept classes are 
learnable; that is, the problem of deciding which concept classes have learning 
algorithms. 
Informally, a learning algorithm is an algorithm that is given as input strings from 
X, along with the information as to whether or not each string is in some unknown 
concept CEC, and outputs a hypothesis; i.e. a guess as to what the unknown concept 
c is. In order for such algorithms to be able to output their hypotheses, there must be 
some means of representing the concepts in C concisely. (There is no requirement that 
the concepts be finite, so clearly representing a concept extensionally is not feasible.) 
Thus, we must define, in addition to the concept classes, some means of representing 
the concepts. 
We describe a context for representing concepts over X. Following Angluin [2] and 
Warmuth [22], we define a class of representations to be a four-tuple R = (R, r, c, C). 
C and r are sets of characters. Strings composed of characters in C are used to 
describe elements of X, and strings of characters in r are used to describe concepts. 
R or* is the set of strings that are concept descriptions or representations. Let 
c : R-2'* be a function that maps these representations into concepts over C. R may 
be thought of as a collection of names of concepts, and for any PER, c(r)cC* is the 
concept named by r. 
For example, we might represent the concept class consisting of all regular binary 
languages as follows. Let C = (0, I} and define R to be the set of all deterministic finite 
automata (DFAs) over the binary alphabet. r is the set of characters needed to encode 
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DFAs under some reasonable encoding scheme, and c maps DFAs into the regular 
languages that they accept. 
As another example, suppose we wish to represent the concept class of Boolean 
formulas over the variables x1, x2, . . . ,x,. (That is, each concept is the set of n-bit 
binary strings that correspond to a satisfying assignment of some particular Boolean 
formula over n variables.) One possible class of representations would be to let 
C=(O, l}, F=(x1,x2 )...) x,, A V , 1, ( , )}, R be the set of all well-formed Boolean 
formulas over x1, x2, . , x, (written using the characters in F), and c map each 
formula in R to the set of its satisfying assignments. 
To represent concepts over the real numbers, C can be defined so that each of its 
elements corresponds to a different real number. Since it is likely that concept 
descriptions would also need to make reference to real numbers, F could also include 
all of the reals and, thus, both C and r would be uncountable. 
For any UECUT, Ial is defined to be 1 and, thus, if C or F is an uncountable 
alphabet, such as the real numbers, then each number counts as one “unit”, and we 
assume for clarity of exposition that elementary operations are executable in one unit 
of time. Our results also hold when the logarithmic cost model is considered, wherein 
elements are represented to some finite level of accuracy and, thus, require space equal 
to the number of bits of precision. In this scheme, an elementary algorithmic operation 
on an element takes time proportional to the number of bits of precision. 
Note that if R=(R, r, c, C) is a class of representations, then there is an associated 
concept class C(R)=(c(R), C*), where c(R)= { ( ) c r : PER}. Since the PAC-learnability 
of a class of concepts may depend on the choice of representations [14], PAC- 
learnability is in fact a property of classes of representations rather than of classes of 
concepts. 
For convenience, we write r(x)= 1 if x~c(r), and r(x)=0 otherwise. We also write 
r in place of c(r) when the meaning is clear from context. Thus, sometimes r denotes 
the representation of a concept, and sometimes it denotes the concept itself. However, 
whenever we refer to the size of r, denoted by Irl, the length of the representation is 
always intended, and not the cardinality of the concept. An example of r is a pair 
(x, r(x)). The length of an example (x, r(x)) is Ix/. A sample ofsize m of the concept r is 
a multiset of m examples of r. 
For a class of representations, the membership problem is that of determining, given 
rER and xeC*, whether or not xEc(r). We consider only classes of representations for 
which the membership problem is decidable in polynomial time; classes without this 
property would be of little use in a practical setting. Thus, we only consider repre- 
sentation classes R=(R, r, c, C) for which there exists a polynomial-time algorithm 
EVAL such that for all rER, XEZ*, EVAL(r, x) = r(x). EVAL runs in time polynomial 
in IrI and 1x1. 
We let RLS1 denote the set {rER : Irl 6s); that is, the set of all representations from 
R of length at most s. If R=(R, r, c, C) is a class of representations, rcR, and D is 
a probability distribution on C*, then EXAMPLE(D, r) is an oracle that, when called, 
randomly chooses an xeZ* according to distribution D and returns the pair (x, r(x)). 
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A randomized algorithm is an algorithm that behaves like a deterministic one with 
the additional property that, at one or more steps during its execution, the algorithm 
can flip a fair two-sided coin and use the result of the coin flip in its ensuing 
computation.’ In this paper we make assertions of the following form: “There exists 
a randomized algorithm that, when given as input a parameter y > 0, satisfies certain 
properties with probability at least 1 - y.” Without loss of generality, we allow such 
a randomized algorithm to choose between one of m>2 outcomes with equal 
probability. Such choices may be simulated in polynomial time by a two-sided coin 
with a small additional error that can be absorbed into y.3 With this understanding we 
ignore this additional error in the arguments to follow. 
The following definition of learnability (or minor variants thereof) appears widely 
in the literature of computational learning theory [6, 10, 181; the essence of the 
definition is from Valiant [21]. The learning algorithm will be given an amount of 
time polynomial in the length of the representation to be learned and the length of the 
examples that are presented. The model assumes that the examples of the unknown 
concept that the learning algorithm receives have been selected randomly according 
to some fixed but arbitrary and unknown probability distribution over examples of 
some maximum length n.4 
The algorithm must, for any such distribution, output a hypothesis that, with high 
probability, has a low distribution-weighted error relative to the unknown concept. 
Haussler et al. provide a more detailed discussion of this and other models of the 
learning problem [9]. 
Definition 1. The representation class R = (R, r, c, C) is PAC-learnable if there exists 
a (possibly randomized) algorithm L and a polynomial pL such that for all s, n 3 1, for 
all E and 6, O<E, 6~ 1, for all r~R[~l, and for all probability distributions D on Zt”], 
if L is given as input the parameters s, E, and 6, and may access the oracle 
EXAMPLE(D, r), then L halts in time pL(n, s, l/q l/6) and, with probability at least 
l-6, outputs a representation r’~ R such that D(r’ @ r)<c. Such an algorithm L is 
a polynomial-time learning algorithm for R. 
Note that the algorithm is given an upper bound s on the size of the representation 
to be learned. However, any learning algorithm that receives such a bound can be 
‘See the work of Gill [7] for a formal treatment. 
3 In order to limit the total probability of error to y, we can give as input to the algorithm the parameter 
y/2, and bound the additional error introduced by the simulated coin flips by the remaining y/2. For 
example, an algorithm simulating a single m-sided coin flip can flip a two-sided coin rlog,m] times, 
interpret the results as the binary representation of an integer between 1 and 2f’“gZm 1, and, if the result is 
between 1 and m, use this value to make the choice. If m is not a power of 2 then there will be a nonzero 
probability that none of the m possibilities is chosen; in this case the process can be repeated up to 1 -log, ij 
times until one of the m values is selected. The probability that no choice would have been made after 
1 -log, y iterations is no more than y/2. Thus, the overall error bound of y is maintained with only a small 
polynomial increase in running time, 
4 Further discussion and justification of this convention is given by Pitt and Warmuth [lS]. 
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replaced by one which does not receive this information, provided we allow the 
algorithm to halt in polynomial time only with high probability [9]. Note also that 
this definition requires the learning algorithm to output as its hypothesis a representa- 
tion from R. 
Occam’s razor, which asserts that “entities should not be multiplied unnecessarily” 
[ 131, has been interpreted to mean that, when offered a choice among hypotheses that 
describe a set of data, the shortest hypothesis is to be preferred. Unfortunately, when 
applied to the problem of finding a concept that fits a sample, finding the shortest 
hypothesis is often a computationally intractable problem [3, 8, 141. It has been 
shown that settling for a short hypothesis, as opposed to the shortest one possible, is 
nonetheless an effective technique in the context of PAC-learning. Following Blumer 
et al. [3], define an Occam algorithm to be a polynomial-time algorithm that, when 
given as input a sample M of an unknown concept PER, outputs a short (but not 
necessarily the shortest) concept r’ in R such that r and r’ are identical when only the 
strings in M are considered. We make this more precise. 
Let &,.,,= {M : M is a sample of size m of r E R, and all examples in M have length 
at most n>. If M is any sample of r, then r’ is consistent with M if for every (x, r(x))EM, 
r’(x)=r(x). Define strings(M) to be the set {x: (x, r(x))EM}. 
Definition 2. A randomized polynomial-time (length-bused) Occam algorithm for a class 
of representations R = (R, T, c, Z) is a (possibly randomized) algorithm 0 such that 
there exists a constant c1< 1 and a polynomial pO, and such that for all m, n, s 3 1 and 
rE R[“], if 0 is given as input any sample M G S,, n, r, any y > 0, and s, then 0 halts in 
time polynomial in m, n, s, and l/y, and, with probability at least 1 --y, outputs 
a representation r’ER that is consistent with M, and such that lr’l <po(n, s, l/y)m”. 
The above definition slightly generalizes that used by Blumer et al. [3]. As in the 
definition of PAC-learnability, we may omit the upper bound s on [r 1 that is supplied 
to the algorithm if we are willing to allow the algorithm to halt in polynomial time 
only with high probability. 
Note that if the sample M is a set (but not a multiset) for which Occam algorithm 
0 finds a consistent r’ meeting the required length bounds, then 0 can be modified to 
ignore duplicate examples and, thus, output the same r’ on input of any extension of 
M to a multiset M’. Thus, to show that an Occam algorithm performs as desired on 
a given multiset M it is sufficient to show that it performs as desired on the set of 
distinct elements of M. Consequently, we assume, without loss of generality, that any 
sample M input to an Occam algorithm contains only distinct elements. 
The following theorem is a straightforward generalization of [3, Theorem 2.31. 
Theorem 3. Let R = (R, r, c, C) be a class of representations, with rjinite. If there exists 
a randomized polynomial-time (length-based) Occam algorithm for R, then R is PAC- 
learnable. 
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Theorem 3 generalizes the result of Blumer et al. [3] by allowing the running times 
of learning algorithms and Occam algorithms to be polynomial in the example length 
n, and by allowing for randomized Occam algorithms. Similarly, the lengths of the 
hypotheses output by an Occam algorithm are now allowed to depend polynomially 
on n and l/y. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the one in [3], with minor modifications as follows. We 
are parameterizing the representation class by both hypothesis size and example 
length, instead of just by hypothesis size. Thus, each occurrence of the hypothesis size 
(denoted by it in [3]) should be replaced by the product of the bound on hypothesis 
size and the example length (sn in our notation). Since an Occam algorithm can now 
be randomized, we allocate half of the permissible probability of error to the Occam 
algorithm itself (by giving it the parameter y =6/2) and use the remaining 6/2 to 
bound the probability that the output hypothesis has error larger than E. The latter is 
achieved by replacing each occurrence of 6 in the proof in [3] by 6/2. Thus, the total 
probability of producing a hypothesis with error E or more is bounded by 6. 0 
Learning versus Prediction. As was mentioned in the introduction, there are two 
common variants on the standard definition of PAC-learning. Under these alternate 
definitions, the hypothesis output by the learning algorithm is not required to be of 
the same form as the target concept description. Some representation classes are not 
learnable in the standard PAC model because of syntactic constraints placed on 
the output hypothesis, rather than because of the inherent complexity of the class. 
These alternate definitions were motivated by the desire to remove such syntactic 
restrictions. 
The notion of learning one representation class R = (R, r, c, C) in terms of another 
representation class R' =(I?, r', c', C) was introduced in [14]. Under this definition, 
a learning algorithm for R is required to output hypotheses in R’, rather than in R. (Of 
course, R’ may be a superset of R.) Otherwise, the definition is identical to the 
standard PAC definition. Several interesting representation classes that are not 
PAC-learnable unless RP=NP have been shown to be learnable in terms of other 
classes [l, 8, 141. A representation class R is polynomially predictable if there exists 
a representation class R' with a uniform polynomial-time evaluation procedure (i.e. an 
algorithm EVAL as defined above) such that R is PAC-learnable in terms of R'. 
One may generalize the notion of an Occam algorithm in the same manner. 
A length-based Occam algorithm for R in terms of R' is required to output a repre- 
sentation from R’, rather than from R. 
Schapire [ 191 has shown that, in discrete domains, if R is polynomially predictable 
then there is a representation class R' with a uniform polynomial-time evaluation 
procedure such that there exists a length-based Occam algorithm for R in terms of R'. 
Furthermore, under his construction, the size of the representation output by the 
Occam algorithm is not only sublinear in m (the cardinality of the sample), but is in 
fact independent of m; the size is, thus, bounded by a polynomial in n, Irl, and l/y. In 
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contrast, the Occam algorithms we construct (for PAC-learnable concept classes with 
the required closure properties) do not exhibit as much compression as the algorithm 
of Schapire; however, our constructions work for classes defined over either discrete 
or continuous domains. Our focus is also different from that of Schapire, as we are 
primarily concerned with Occam (and learning) algorithms that are required to 
output hypotheses from particular representation classes. 
3. Exception lists 
In the next section we prove the converse of Theorem 3 for all classes of representa- 
tions that satisfy a certain closure property. The property dictates that a finite list of 
exceptions may be incorporated into any representation from the class without a large 
increase in size. More specifically, the class of representations must be closed under 
the operation of taking the symmetric difference of a representation’s underlying 
concept with a finite set of elements from the domain. Further, there must exist an 
efficient algorithm that, when given as input such a representation and finite set, 
outputs the representation of their symmetric difference. 
Definition 4. A class R = (R, r, c, C) is polynomially closed under exception lists if there 
exists an algorithm EXLIST and a polynomial pEX such that for all n> 1, on input of 
any IXR and any finite set E c C [nl, EXLIST halts in time pEX(n, 1~1, 1 E I) and outputs 
a representation EXLIST(r, E) = rear such that c(rE) = c(r) @ E. Note that the poly- 
nomial running time of EXLIST implies that / rE I < pEx(n, I r /, I E I). If in addition there 
exist polynomials p1 and pz such that the tighter bound lrEl <pI(n, Iri, log /El)+ 
p2(n, log Irl, log I El) E I is satisfied, then we say that R is strongly polynomially closed 
under exception lists. 
Clearly, any representation class that is strongly polynomially closed is also 
polynomially closed. The definition of polynomial closure above is easily understood 
_ it asserts that the representation rE that incorporates exceptions E into the repre- 
sentation r has size at most polynomially larger than the size of r and the total size of 
E, the latter of which is at most n 1 E 1. The property of strong polynomial closure under 
exception lists seems less intuitive; we will motivate the definition after we prove that 
the class of Boolean circuits satisfies the definition. 
Example (Circuits are strongly polynomially closed). Consider the class of Boolean- 
valued circuits with IZ Boolean variables x1, . . . , x, as inputs, and consisting of binary 
gates A and V , and unary gate 1, denoting logical AND, OR, and NOT, respect- 
ively. Given such a circuit C, and a list E of assignments to the input variables, we 
describe a circuit CE that on input of any assignment a produces the same output as 
C if and only if a$E. The circuit CE computes the exclusive-OR of two subcircuits 
C and C’. The subcircuit C’ has O(n/El) gates, and outputs 1 if and only if the 
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assignment to the input variables x1, . . . , x, is in the set E. Clearly, C, has the desired 
behavior. Let k be the number of gates in C. Then the number of gates in C, is 
O(k+nlEl). 
We assume that each circuit is represented as a list of tuples of the following form. 
An OR gate gX = gY V gz is denoted by the quadruple (x, V , y, z), where x, y, and z are 
binary strings denoting numbers used as names for gates, and the symbol “ V ” is in 
the representation alphabet. AND and NOT gates are handled similarly, as is the 
specification of the input and output. It follows that a string of O(k log k) characters is 
sufficient to represent a circuit containing k gates. Thus, if r and rE are the representa- 
tions for C and CE above, we have 
=O(klog(k+nIEI)+nIEIlog(k+nIEI)) 
=PI(~> I4 WEl)+pzh W4 log IEIIIEI 
for some polynomials p1 and p2. Thus, the class of Boolean circuits is strongly 
polynomially closed under exception lists. 
The above example is helpful in motivating the definition of strong polynomial 
closure under exception lists. Typically, a representation class is a collection of strings, 
each of which encodes some underlying mathematical structure (e.g. a circuit). Note 
that the intuitive size of the structure is not the same as the number of bits needed to 
represent it. In the case of a Boolean circuit, a natural measure of size is the number of 
gates and wires needed to build the circuit. Assuming bounded fan-in (as we have 
done), this is O(k), where k is the number of gates (including the input nodes). 
However, in order to encode the circuit description, we require O(k log k) bits to name 
the gates and specify the connection pattern. 
In our construction of CE from C above, all that was necessary was the addition of 
a new component C’ that checked membership in the set E. Then C’ and C were easily 
connected together to form CE. Thus, the size of CE is roughly the sum of the size of 
C and the size of the exception list, the latter of which is nl E I. Strong polynomial 
closure under exception lists is meant to model exactly this situation - wherein a set 
E of exceptions can be incorporated into some structure C by simply adding an 
additional substructure of size roughly the size of the list E. The two polynomials p1 
and p2 in the definition of strong polynomial closure under exception lists are meant 
to correspond roughly to the sizes of these two components in the structure which 
incorporates the exceptions. As noted above, there is a logarithmic discrepancy 
between the intuitive size of the mathematical structure and the number of bits needed 
to represent it. Consequently, the polynomials have arguments which allow for 
logarithmic cross-terms such as I r I log I E I and I E/log I r 1, but specifically forbid a term 
such as Irl.IEl. 
Other Examples. We give examples of a number of natural classes of representations 
that are strongly polynomially closed under exception lists. 
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The property for Boolean formulas can be demonstrated as follows. Let F be 
a Boolean formula, and E = {e: , e:, . . , e’ , e;, e; , . . . , e/ } be the set of exceptions, 
where the strings with “+” superscripts satisfy 9 and the strings with “-” super- 
scripts do not. Let f: ,f: , . . . ,fz ,fc ,f; , . . , f,’ be the monomials (i.e. conjuncts of 
literals) satisfied only by e:, e:, . . . , e’, e;, e;, . . . , ei, respectively. Strong poly- 
nomial closure under exception lists is witnessed by the formula g’, defined by 
F’=(P- vf; vf; v .‘. v”fy, A (lf:) A (lfl) A ... A (1fT). 
Rivest [ 171 defines decision-lists as follows. A decision-list over n Boolean variables 
isasequenceofpairs((m,,b,),...,( m,, b,)), where each mi is a monomial and each bi 
is either 0 or 1. The value of a decision-list on a setting of the n Boolean variables is 
defined to be bi, where i is the least number such that mi is satisfied by the assignment. 
(If no mi is satisfied, then the value is 0.) A set of exceptions E can be incorporated into 
a decision-list by adding to the beginning of the list a pair (nz,, b,) for each exception 
eEE, where m, is satisfied only by assignment e, and b, is 0 if e is accepted by the 
original decision-list, and 1 otherwise. This construction satisfies the requirements of 
strong polynomial closure under exception lists. Rivest gives an algorithm for learning 
k-decision-lists, for each constant k. The class of k-decision-lists consists of all 
decision-lists L for which each monomial mi in the list L has at most k literals. It is 
unknown whether the class of k-decision-lists is strongly polynomially closed under 
exception lists. 
The reader may verify that the classes of decision-trees and arbitrary programs are 
strongly polynomially closed under exception lists, as is any class of resource-bounded 
Turing machines that allows at least linear time. 
Let 92 be the class of (hyper)rectangles with faces parallel to the coordinate axes in 
n-dimensional Euclidean space. Let W(9) be the Boolean closure of 2’; that is, the 
class of regions defined by unions, intersections, and complements of a finite number 
of elements of 92. Because for any single point there exists a hyperrectangle (of volume 
0) containing exactly that point, it is easily shown that .&9(B) is strongly polynomially 
closed under exception lists, using either the unit cost or logarithmic cost model and 
any reasonable encoding scheme. 
For any fixed alphabet 6, the class of DFAs is strongly polynomially closed under 
exception lists. However, if we consider DFAs over arbitrary finite alphabets as 
a single representation class, then strong polynomial closure does not appear to hold. 
In the appendix an ad hoc argument is given that shows that the class of DFAs over 
arbitrary finite alphabets is PAC-learnable if and only if it admits a length-based 
Occam algorithm. The argument in the appendix also shows that strong polynomial 
closure holds for any fixed C. 
There are some classes of representations, such as unions of axis-aligned rectangles 
in Euclidean space, that do not meet the above definitions of closure under exception 
lists but do have a weaker closure property that is also sufficient to prove the results of 
Sections 4 and 5. This weaker property is discussed in Section 6. 
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4. Results for finite representation alphabets 
We consider the case in which the alphabet r (over which the representations of 
concepts are described) is finite. This typically occurs when concepts are defined over 
discrete domains (e.g. Boolean formulas, automata, etc.). Representations that rely on 
infinite alphabets (e.g. those involving real numbers) are considered in the next 
section. 
We show that strong polynomial closure under exception lists guarantees that 
learnability is equivalent to the existence of Occam algorithms. Theorem 3 states that 
if for the class of representations R=(R, T, c, C) there is a randomized polynomial- 
time algorithm that, for any finite sample M of rcR, outputs a rule describing which 
elements of M are in c(r) that is significantly shorter than the sample itself, then R is 
PAC-learnable. Thus, if there exists an efficient algorithm that can compress the 
information about the concept c(r) contained in M, then the class of representations 
can be learned. The results of this section show that, for many interesting classes of 
representations R, if R is learnable then such a compression algorithm must exist. 
Thus, not only is compressibility a sufficient condition for PAC-learnability, it is 
a necessary condition as well. Hence, learnability is equivalent to data compression, in 
the sense of the existence of an Occam algorithm, for a large number of natural 
domains. This answers an open question of Blumer et al. [3] for many classes of 
representations. 
Theorem 5. If R = (R, r, c, C) is strongly polynomially closed under exception lists and 
R is PAC-learnable, then there exists a randomized polynomial-time (length-based) 
Occam algorithm for R. 
Corollary 6. Let P be ajinite alphabet. If R = (R, P, c, C) is strongly polynomially closed 
under exception lists, then R is PAC-learnable if and only tf there exists a randomized 
polynomial-time (length-based) Occam algorithm for R. 
Proof of Theorem 5 and Corollary 6. Corollary 6 follows immediately from Theorem 
3 and Theorem 5. To prove Theorem 5, we would like to employ the following 
standard technique: Given a sample of cardinality m, run the learning algorithm with 
parameter E < l/m, and provide examples drawn according to the uniform distribution 
on the sample. This forces the learning algorithm to output a hypothesis that is 
consistent with the sample. However, since the learning algorithm is allowed time 
polynomial in l/c, we have no guarantee that any compression will result: the only 
bound on the size of the hypothesis output by the algorithm is the run-time of the 
algorithm. Thus, instead, we set E to (roughly) l/r m, ensuring a “pretty consistent” 
hypothesis that is considerably smaller than the sample. The (at most A) misclassi- 
fied examples can then be incorporated into the hypothesis without a considerable 
increase in size, since the class enjoys the property of strong closure under exception 
lists. 
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Let L be a learning algorithm for R = (R, r, c, C) with running time bounded by the 
polynomial pL. Let EXLIST witness that R is strongly polynomially closed under 
exception lists, with polynomials p1 and pZ as mentioned in Definition 4. Without loss 
of generality, we assume that p1 and p2 are monotonically nondecreasing in each 
argument. Recall our convention that logx denotes max{log, x, l}. Let a> 1 be 
a sufficiently large constant so that for all n, s, t 3 1, and for all E and 6 such that 
O<&, 6< 1, 
pl(n,pL(n,s,i,!i), logt)< (F)‘i. 
Let b > 1 be sufficiently large such that for all n, s, t > 1, and for all .Z and 6 such that 
O<&, 6< 1, 
Let c,, b be a constant such that for all x3 1, logx~~~,~(~~‘~~~~~~~~~~~). 
We show that algorithm 0 (Fig. 1) is a randomized polynomial-time (length-based) 
Occam algorithm for R, with associated polynomial 
~~(~,s,t)=(c.,b)“ibob(~)lib and constant @=E. 
Since r’ correctly classifies every xEstrings(M)-E and incorrectly classifies every 
XGE, rk is consistent with M. Since R is closed under exception lists, Y~ER. 
The time required for the first step of algorithm 0 is bounded by the running time of 
L, which is no more than 
which is polynomial in n, s, m, and l/y. Note that this immediately implies that lr’l is 
bounded by the same polynomial. 
Algorithm 0 (Inputs: S, y; MES,..,,) 
1. Run the algorithm L, giving L the input parameters s, .~=m-r”~+r), and 6=y. 
Whenever L asks for a randomly generated example, choose an element 
xgstrings(M) according to the probability distribution D(x)= l/m for each of the 
m (without loss of generality, distinct) elements of M, and supply the example 
(x, r(x)) to L. Let r’ be the output of L. 
2. Compute the exception list E= {xestrings(M): r’(x)#r(x)}. The list E is computed 
by running EVAL(r’, x) for each xestrings(A4). 
3. Output rH= EXLIST(r’, E). 
Fig. 1. Occam algorithm derived from learning algorithm L. 
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For each of the m distinct elements x in strings(M), each of length at most IZ, the 
second step executes EVAL(r’, x), so the total running time for step 2 is bounded by 
(km)Peva,( IY’~, n), where k is some constant and peval is the polynomial that bounds the 
running time of algorithm EVAL. Since lr’l is at most pL(n, s, rn’“““,), l/y), the 
running time for the second step is polynomial in n, s, m, and l/y. 
Since EXLIST is a polynomial-time algorithm, the time taken by the third step is 
a polynomial function of Jr’] and the length of the representation of E. Again, lr’/ is 
polynomial in n, s, m, and 1 /y, and the length of the representation of E is bounded by 
some constant times nm, since I E I <m and each element XE E has size at most n. We 
conclude that 0 is a polynomial-time algorithm. 
To complete the proof, it remains to be shown that with probability at least l-y, 
IrkI <pPo(n, s, l/Y)m’. Since R is strongly polynomially closed under exception lists, 
IEI. (1) 
Since L is a polynomial-time learning algorithm fo r R, with probability at least 1 - 6, 
D(r @ r’)<.z. The probability distribution D is uniform over the elements in 
strings(A4); thus, with probability at least l-6, there are no more than cm elements 
xEstrings(M) such that XEY @ r’. Since 6=y, with probability at least l-y, 
IE/<em=m-&im=m&. (2) 
Substituting the bound on I E / of inequality (2) into inequality (l), and substituting 
m-1i(u’+‘) for E, it follows that with probability at least 1 -y, 
a+b a 
(logm)“+bma+l, 
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<p. ( 1 n, s, - ma, Y 
completing the proof of Theorem 5. 0 
5. Results for infinite representation alphabets 
In this section we extend the results of Section 4 to the case in which an infinite 
alphabet is used to describe representations of concepts. Such representations typi- 
cally occur when the domain X over which concepts are defined is itself infinite (for 
example, axis-aligned rectangles, or other geometric concepts in Euclidean space [4]). 
We note that Theorem 5 holds also for r infinite, but is of dubious interest because the 
converse (Theorem 3, which shows that the existence of length-based Occam algo- 
rithms implies PAC-learnability) holds only when r is finite. In the case of infinite r, 
a different notion of “compression” is needed; one based not on the length of the 
representation of a class of concepts, but rather on a measure of richness, or complex- 
ity, of a concept class, called the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension. The importance of 
the VC dimension and its relationship with PAC-learning was established by Blumer 
et al. [4]. 
The VC dimension and relevant lemmas 
Recall that a concept class C is a pair C=(C, X), where Cs2’. 
Definition 7. Let C=(C, X) be a concept class, and let S&X. Define n,(S)= 
{cnS: c~Cj; thus, n,(S) is the set of all subsets of S obtained by taking the intersec- 
tion of S and a concept in C. We say S is shattered by C if 17c(S)=2S. The 
Vupnik-Chervonenkis dimension (VC dimension) ofC is the size of the largest finite set 
S G X that is shattered by C. If arbitrarily large finite subsets of X are shattered by C, 
then the VC dimension of C is infinite. 
The following lemma restates parts of [4, Proposition A2.51. 
Lemma 8. Ij”(C, X) has VC dimension d, thenfor any finite set S G X, 1 II,(S) I< 1 S Id + 1. 
Another lemma that we will find useful is one which bounds the VC dimension of 
a concept class induced by taking symmetric differences with sets of bounded size. 
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Lemma 9. Let (C, X) have VC dimension d. Let Co3 I= {c 0 E: CEC, E LX, /El <I}. If 
d,>2 is the VC dimension of (C @- ‘, X), then d,/(log d,) d d + 1+ 2. 
Proof. Let the VC dimension of (C @, ’ X) be d, 3 2, and let P be a set of cardinality dl , 
that is shattered by Co,‘. By definition, 
~ZI~O,I(P)I=I{(CO E)nP: CEC, EGX, IEl<1}l=2d’, 
which implies 
1{(c@(EnP))nP: WC, E&X, IE/61}l=2d’ 
and, thus, 
I{(c@E)nP: CCC, EcP, /El<1}l=2d’. 
Since (CO E)nP=(cnP)@ E whenever EsP, 
I((cnP)@ E: CEC, EsP, IE161}l=2d’. (3) 
But the left-hand side of equation (3) is at most the product of I{cnP: c~C}l and 
l{E: EGP, IEldl}l, which is III,(P)I&O(~). Thus, 
IW,(P)l i (3pZd1. 
i=O 
(4) 
Substituting the upper bound on IIZc(P)i from Lemma 8 into inequality (4), 
2d’<((dJd+1) i (d,) 
i=O 
and since d132 the above implies that 
Recall that if R=(R, r, c, C) is a class of representations, then there is a naturally 
associated concept class C(R)=(c(R), C*), where c(R)= {c(r): eR}. The VC dimen- 
sion of a class of representations R is defined to be the VC dimension of the induced 
concept class C(R). We write VC-dim(C) and VC-dim(R) to denote the VC dimension 
of the concept class C and class of representations R, respectively. 
Recall also that 27” consists of strings of C* of length at most n, and that R[“] is the 
set of representations TGR of length at most s. If R=(R, r, c, C), then we define 
a concept class R,,, consisting of elements of RLS1 considered only with respect to 
examples from Crnl. This is accomplished by introducing a new mapping c, that 
interprets any representation Y with respect to examples of length at most n. In 
particular, we define R,, s= (R[“], r, c,, C), where c,(r) = c(r) n Crnl. 
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The next lemma is a minor variant of theorems of Blumer et al. [4] and Ehrenfeucht 
et al. [S]. 
Lemma 10. Let R=(R, r, c, C) be a class of representations, and let d(n, s) be the VC 
dimension of R,,,. If R is PAC-learnable, then d(n, s) grows polynomially in n and s. 
The only difference between Lemma 10 and a result of Blumer et al. [4] is that the 
latter does not allow the learning algorithm to depend on s and, thus, the VC 
dimension grows polynomially in n alone. The modifications to their proof needed to 
yield the above result are so minor as to be omitted. 
Dimension-based Occam algorithms and PAC-learnability 
When r is infinite, the existence of a length-based Occam algorithm is not sufficient 
to guarantee PAC-learnability. The proof of sufficiency in the case of finite r relies 
critically on the fact that for any given length n, there are at most Irl” distinct 
representations rER of length n. Consequently, the proof fails when r is infinite. In 
order to prove a result analogous to Theorem 3 that also holds for infinite r, Blumer 
et al. [4] define a more general type of Occam algorithm, which we will refer to as 
a dimension-based Occam algorithm. As was the case with length-based Occam 
algorithms, the definition requires the algorithm to output simple hypotheses, but this 
time using a different definition of simplicity. Rather than measuring simplicity by the 
size of the concept representation output by the Occam algorithm, this definition uses 
the notion of VC dimension to measure the expressibility of the class of concepts that 
the algorithm can output. The larger the VC dimension of the class of concepts, the 
greater the expressibility and, hence, the complexity, of that concept class. Thus, 
instead of requiring the algorithm to output short hypotheses, the definition of 
a dimension-based Occam algorithm requires the algorithm to output hypotheses 
from a class with small VC dimension. The definition below is a slight variant of the 
definition of Blumer et al. [4]. 
Definition 11. A randomized polynomial-time (dimension-based) Occam algorithm for 
a class of representations R = (R, r, c, C) is a (possibly randomized) algorithm 0 such 
that for some constant M < 1 and polynomial po, for all m, n, s 3 1 and y > 0 there exists 
R m, n. S, ‘I E R such that VC-dim((R,, n, s, ?, r, c,, Z))<po(n, s, l/Y)m”, and if 0 is given as 
input the parameters s, y, and any sample M G S,, n,r (where rE R[“‘), then 0 halts in 
time polynomial in m, n, s, and l/y, and, with probability at least 1 --y, outputs 
a representation r’ERm,.,,, y that is consistent with M. 
Dimension-based Occam algorithms can be generalized to allow r’ to be chosen 
from a class R’=(R’, r’, c’, C), rather than from R, in the same manner as was 
described for length-based Occam algorithms in Section 2. The definition of a 
dimension-based Occam algorithm for R in terms of R' is identical to Definition 11, 
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except that R ,,,_, y E R’ and the bound on the VC dimension applies to the class 
(R m, n, 5, 7’ r’, CL, Z). 
The following theorem is a straightforward generalization of [4, Theorem 3.2.1(i)]. 
Theorem 12. If there exists a randomized polynomial-time (dimension-based) Occam 
algorithm for the class of representations R, then R is PAC-learnable.’ 
Theorem 12 generalizes the result of Blumer et al. [4] by allowing the running times 
of learning algorithms and Occam algorithms to be polynomial in n, and by permit- 
ting the VC dimension to grow polynomially in n. The above theorem also provides 
for randomized Occam algorithms and allows the running time of the algorithm as 
well as the VC dimension of the class of possible hypotheses to grow polynomially 
in l/y. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the one given by Blumer et al. [4], with the following 
minor modifications. We are parameterizing the representation class by both n and s, 
instead ofjust by s. Because of this and the fact that randomized Occam algorithms are 
permitted, each occurrence of the polynomial p(s) in the proof in [4] should be 
replaced by p(n, s, l/y). For the same reason, the effective hypothesis space (C&,,, in 
the notation of [4]) should be replaced by R,, n, s, y, as defined above. Finally, the 
parameter 6 in [4] should be split between the Occam algorithm itself (which is run 
with y=6/2) and the bound on the probability that the output hypothesis has error 
larger than E, as described in the proof of Theorem 3. 0 
We prove the following partial converse of Theorem 12, which is analogous to 
Theorem 5 of the previous section. 
Theorem 13. If R = (R, r, c, C) is a class of representations that is polynomially closed 
under exception lists, and R is PAC-learnable, then there exists a randomized poly- 
nomial-time (dimension-based) Occam algorithm for R. 
Corollary 14. If R =(R, r, c, C) is a class of representations that is polynomially closed 
under exception lists, then R is PAC-learnable if and only if there exists a randomized 
polynomial-time (dimension-based) Occam algorithm for R. 
Proof of Theorem 13 and Corollary 14. Corollary 14 follows immediately from 
Theorems 12 and 13. Note that Corollary 14 holds regardless of whether r is finite or 
infinite. Note also that for dimension-based Occam algorithms we only need poly- 
nomial closure under exception lists, rather than the more stringent condition of 
strong polynomial closure that seems to be required to prove Theorem 5. 
5 This theorem, as well as Corollary 14, relies on a relatively benign measure-theoretic assumption on the 
class R [4]. 
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To prove Theorem 13, let L be a learning algorithm for R= (R, r, c, C) with 
polynomial running time pL. Let d(n, s) = VC-dim(R,,.) be a polynomial whose exist- 
ence is guaranteed by Lemma 10. Let EXLIST witness that R is polynomially closed 
1, and for all E and under exception lists. Let k > 2 be a constan t such that for all ~1, s 3 
6 such that O<e, 6< 1, 
Let uk be a constant such that for all ~>a,, logx<~~‘(~+~). 
To prove the theorem it suffices to prove that algorithm 0 of the last section (with 
e of step 1 defined by ~=rn-“(~+~) instead of m-‘i(a+l)) is in fact a randomized 





We have already argued in Section 4 that 0 runs in polynomial time. Clearly, any 
& that is output by 0 is consistent with M. To complete the proof, we must exhibit 
a set R m,n,s, y G R of VC dimension at most po(n, s, l/~)m” such that with probability at 
least 1 - y, the output rh of 0 is in the set R,, n. S, y whenever 0 receives as input the 
parameters y and s, and a sample M of cardinality m, consisting of examples of length 
at most n of some ER of size at most s. 
Define R,, ,,, s, Y to be the set of representations rk that 0 outputs on input of y, s, and 
any sample M of S,x ,,. I (where r is any element of R[“]), provided that the exception list 
E obtained in step 2 satisfies 1 E I< E\ M 1. Thus, the only time that 0 fails to produce an 
element of R,, ,,, S, y is when the learning algorithm L fails to produce a representation 
r’ that is correct within e on the learning task at hand. This can happen with 
probability at most 6 = y, so with probability at least 1 -y, 0 outputs an element of 
R m, n, s, y. The following claim completes the proof of Theorem 13. 
Claim. The VC dimension of (R,,.,,,,, r, c,, C) is at most po(n, s, l/y)m’. 
Proof. Let dR be the VC dimension of (R,, ,,, S, ?, r, c,, 2). The result is immediate if 
dR ,< 1. Assume dR > 2. Let the effective hypothesis space of L, denoted by L,, S, E, y, be 
exactly those representations r’ that L might output on input parameters E, 6 = y, s, 
and randomly generated examples, each of length at most n, of some representation in 
R[“]. Since L runs in time bounded by polynomial pL, each element of L,, S, E, y has size 
at most pL(n, s, I/E, l/y) and, thus, L,, S, E, y c R rpLr(n, ‘5 1/E, “)‘)l. Consequently, the VC 
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dimension of the class (L,, s. E, I, r, c,, C) is at most the VC dimension of the class 
(@P&s% l/e. l/Y)1 
sion of W,, S, E, ,1 
r 
, c,, 2). Recall that VC-dim& ,) < d(n, s) and, thus, the VC dimen- 
I-, c,, C) is at most d(n, PL(n, s, l/c, l/y)). 
Note that each element &ER,,~,~,~ is obtained from the symmetric difference of 
some element r’ of L,, s, E, y and some list of exceptions EGC[“] of cardinality at most 
sm. Applying Lemma 9 (with (C, X) equal to the concept class induced by 
(L,, S, E, y > r, c,, C), and I= Em), we conclude that dR satisfies 
By our choice of k, this implies that 
dR k ., k 
---<- - +em. 
0 logd, 2 Q 
(5) 
The result is obvious if dR <ak. Assume that d,2ak; so, by choice of ak, 
log d, < (dR)1’(k+2). Thus, 
dR dR kfl 
logdR>(dR)l,(k+Z)=(dX)k+ 
and, combining with inequality (5) above we have 
k+l k ns k 
(dR)k+2<- - +.zm 
0 2 EY 
k ns k 
=j y (-) cKk+crn 
knskk k 
=z y 
(-1 rnk+l +mk+l 
k k 
<k T mk+l, 0 - Y 









dp, ( 1 n, s, - mu. q “i’ 
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6. Conclusion 
Results of Blumer et al. [3,4] show that the existence of Occam algorithms is 
sufficient to ensure that a class is PAC-learnable. We have proved that not only are 
randomized Occam algorithms a sufficient condition for learnability, but they are in 
fact a necessary condition for classes that are closed under exception lists. Thus, the 
existence of randomized Occam algorithms exactly characterizes PAC-learnability for 
a wide variety of interesting representation classes. 
Suppose that, for some class of representations R that is closed under exception 
lists, there is an algorithm L that is a learning algorithm for R provided that the 
probability distribution assigns nonzero probability only to a finite number of strings 
in the domain, and assigns the same nonzero probability to each such string. Note 
that the construction of the algorithm 0 in Section 4 only requires that the learning 
algorithm work for such uniform distributions over finite samples. Thus, the existence 
of L is sufficient to construct a randomized polynomial-time Occam algorithm for R. 
This in turn implies that R is PAC-learnable. Hence, for many natural classes, in order 
for the class to be learnable under arbitrary probability distributions over the entire 
domain (PAC-learnable) it is only necessary that the class be learnable under uniform 
distributions over finite subsets of the domain. This observation was brought to our 
attention by Manfred Warmuth. 
The definitions of closure under exception lists in Section 3 require that there exists 
an algorithm EXLIST that, when given as input a representation PER and a finite 
set E, outputs a representation r+R such that c(rE)=c(r) C$ E. This condition is, 
however, stronger than necessary to prove Theorems 5 and 13. These proofs rely 
only on the fact that the class is closed under exception lists with respect to a finite 
sample: It is only necessary that EXLIST output a representation rE such that 
c(rJ n strings(M) = (c(r) @ E) n strings(M); that is, such that c(rE) and c(r) @ E agree 
on all strings in a given finite sample, though not necessarily on all strings in the 
domain. The definitions in Section 3 are presented because they seem to be more 
natural properties of representation classes. However, since the weaker definitions of 
closure are also sufficient to prove the existence of randomized Occam algorithms, it is 
possible to show that such algorithms exist for a wider range of representation classes 
than satisfy the hypotheses of Theorems 5 and 13. In particular, when concepts are 
defined over continuous domains this weaker closure property should be much easier 
to satisfy. An example of such a class is the class of unions of axis-aligned rectangles in 
Euclidean space, which is not closed under exception lists as defined in Section 3. It 
may be shown however, that this class is polynomially closed under exception lists 
with respect to finite samples and, thus, is learnable if and only if it admits a (dimen- 
sion-based) Occam algorithm. 
The notion of an Occam algorithm can be relaxed to that of an approximate Occam 
algorithm. More formally, define a randomized polynomial-time (length-based) ap- 
proximate Occam algorithm (abbreviated “approximate Occam algorithm”) for 
a class of representations R=(R, r, c, C) to be a randomized algorithm that, when 
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given a finite sample M of some representation YER[~], and parameters s and a, y < 1, 
outputs in time polynomial in n, s, IMl, l/s, and l/y, a representation O’ER such that 
with probability at least 1 -y, r’ is consistent with at least (1 -a)m of the examples of 
M, and such that lr’l <p,(n, s, l/s, l/y)m”, where m is the cardinality of M, po is some 
fixed polynomial, and a < 1 is some fixed constant. Thus, an approximate Occam 
algorithm is identical to a (length-based) Occam algorithm, except that rather than 
finding a consistent hypothesis, the algorithm is allowed to find a hypothesis that is 
approximately consistent; the hypothesis may err on E of the sample. Implicit in 
a paper of Kearns and Li [ 1 l] is a proof of the following generalization of Theorem 3: 
If a class of concepts R has an approximate Occam algorithm, then the class is 
PAC-learnable. Although not observed by Kearns and Li [ll], it is easy to show that 
the converse holds. That is, if a class is PAC-learnable, then it has an approximate 
Occam algorithm. This converse holds regardless of whether the class is closed under 
exception lists. Thus, the results of Kearns and Li implicitly show that PAC-learnabil- 
ity is equivalent to the ability to find small approximately consistent hypotheses for 
a sample in random polynomial time. 
Consider classes of representations R = (R, r, c, C), not necessarily closed under 
exception lists, with the following property: R=U,R,, where each rER, is defined 
over examples of length n only. (Representation classes of Boolean formulas typically 
have this structure.) Suppose further that there exists a polynomial p such that for all 
n and all rER,,, IrI <p(n). We say that such a class is polynomially size-bounded. 
A number of restricted classes of representations are polynomially size-bounded, 
including k-decision-lists, k-term DNF formulas, k-clause CNF formulas, k-DNF 
formulas, and k-CNF formulas, where k is any constant. (General DNF formulas are 
not polynomially size-bounded.) For any polynomially size-bounded class R, if R is 
PAC-learnable then the size of the hypothesis output by the learning algorithm L is 
always bounded by p(n). Thus, for any finite sample M of m examples, if L is given as 
input examples from M, drawn randomly according to a uniform distribution, and the 
accuracy parameter E of L is set to a value less than l/m, then with probability at least 
1 - 6, L will output a hypothesis of size polynomial in n that is consistent with M. This 
is a randomized polynomial-time (length-based) Occam algorithm for R. Thus, for any 
polynomially size-bounded class, even if it is not closed under exception lists, learna- 
bility is equivalent to the existence of a randomized (length-based) Occam algorithm. 
In Section 2 we mentioned the notion of learning one representation class in terms 
of another. Similarly, we defined an Occam algorithm for a class R=(R, r, c, C) in 
terms of another class R'=(R', r', c', C). Analogues of Theorems 3 and 12 prove that 
the existence of an Occam algorithm for R in terms of R' implies that R is PAC- 
learnable in terms of R'. 
The results of Theorem 5 and Corollary 6 (when r is finite) can also be extended to 
the case of learning R in terms of R'. The definition of closure under exception lists is 
adjusted SO that EXLIST, when given as input r’ER’ and a finite set E G Fnl, outputs 
a representation rbER’ such that c’(rb)=c’(r’) @ E. It is then easily shown that if 
a class R is strongly polynomially closed under exception lists in terms of a class R', 
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then the existence of a PAC-learning algorithm for R in terms of R' implies the 
existence of an Occam algorithm for R in terms of R'. We do not know whether 
Theorem 13 and Corollary 14 can be generalized in this manner. 
Recall that a representation class R is polynomially predictable if R is learnable in 
terms of a class R' that has a uniform polynomial-time evaluation procedure. If there 
is such a class R', then there is also a class R" that is strongly polynomially closed 
under exception lists, and such that R is PAC-learnable in terms of R" (where R" is 
simply R' augmented with finite lists of exceptions). Thus when r is finite, by the 
analogue of Corollary 6 just discussed, R is polynomially predictable if and only if 
there exists a randomized polynomial-time (length-based) Occam algorithm for R that 
can output as its hypotheses the concepts of any class with a uniform polynomial-time 
evaluation function. This yields a weaker version (with respect to the amount of 
compression possible) of the theorem proven independently by Schapire [19] which 
was discussed at the end of Section 2. An intriguing open problem is whether 
Schapire’s compression result (or our weaker result) holds in the case of polynomial 
predictability of a class of representations over continuous domains (i.e. when r is 
infinite). 
An obvious open problem is to determine whether Theorems 5 and 13 can be 
proved using weaker conditions than closure under exception lists. The exception list 
property is satisfied by any class that (1) contains all singleton concepts, and (2) is 
(polynomially) closed under set union and subtraction. It would be of interest to 
determine if either of these conditions can be dropped. In particular, classes such as 
DNF admit union (via disjunction) but do not appear to admit set difference; thus, 
they do not appear to be closed under exception lists. Is the PAC-learnability of DNF 
equivalent to the existence of an Occam algorithm for DNF? 
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Appendix. DFAs and Occam algorithms 
There are (at least) two ways to define the representation class of DFAs. For any 
fixed alphabet C, we can define the class of DFAs over alphabet C. As will be shown 
below, in this case the class of DFAs over C is strongly polynomially closed under 
exception lists. Alternatively, we may define the representation class of all DFAs over 
arbitrary finite alphabets. In this case, the alphabet C is considered as part of the 
representation of the automaton. This larger representation class does not appear to 
have the required closure property. Nonetheless, an argument very similar to 
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Theorem 5 may be employed to show that the class of DFAs over arbitrary alphabets 
is PAC-learnable if and only if there is a length-based Occam algorithm for the class. 
We first define a class of representations that captures the problem of learning an 
arbitrary DFA. Let C, = {a 1, a,, } be a countably infinite alphabet. Clearly, for any 
finite nonempty alphabet C, the problem of PAC-learning the class of DFAs over C is 
captured by the problem of PAC-learning DFAs over the finite alphabet 
{ al, a2, . . . , a,Z,}. Similarly, we can rename the states of M to be ql, q2, . . . Thus, for 
any DFA M to be learned, we assume without loss of generality that M has the 
following form. For some ~3 1, M has states ql, . . . , qt, and for some 03 1, M has 
alphabet (a,,az,...a,}. 
The representation alphabet r consists of the symbols 0, 1, and several punctuation 
characters. The representation r of a DFA M with t states and alphabet {al, a2, . . . a,} 
is a string r = x # w # t, where x is a binary string of length [log tl indicating that the 
initial state is qX; w is a binary string of length s where the ith bit of w is 1 if and only if 
qi is an accepting state; and where t is a list of triples that represents the state transition 
function 6 of M. The list t contains (i, j, k) if and only if 6(qi, aj) = qk, where i and k are 
binary numbers that are indices for states of M, and j is a binary number that is an 
index into the alphabet {a,, . , a,}. Assume that t, 032.~ Then the size of the 
representation r satisfies 
lrl=rlogtl +l+t+l+to(2rlogtl +rlogol +4) 
and, thus, 
to</rl<12tologto. (6) 
Since r is finite, Theorem 3 applies, and the class of DFAs is PAC-learnable if it has 
a length-based Occam algorithm. We show the converse holds, resulting in the 
following characterization. 
Theorem 15. The class of DFAs is PAC-learnable if and only ifthere exists a random- 
ized polynomial-time (length-based) Occam algorithm for the class. 
Proof. It suffices to show that a PAC-learning algorithm for DFAs implies the 
existence of an Occam algorithm. The proof is nearly identical to the proof of 
Theorem 5, but because DFAs do not seem to be strongly polynomially closed under 
exception lists, we need a more careful analysis. We first define a procedure EXLIST, 
that witnesses polynomial closure under exception lists for arbitrary DFAs, and 
strong polynomial closure for DFAs over any fixed finite alphabet C. 
Let the representation r encode a DFA M = (Q, C, 6, ql, F), where Q is the finite set 
of states, C is a finite alphabet, 6 is the state transition function, q1 is the initial state of 
M, and FE Q is the set of accepting states. Let 1 Q I= t. Let E be a finite set of strings of 
6 In the case that one or both oft and o is 1, the upper bound on / rl of (6) must be adjusted slightly. We 
omit this adjustment in what follows for clarity of presentation. 
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length at most ~1. Then EXLIST(r, E) is the encoding of the DFA M, that accepts 
L(M) @ E and is constructed as follows. ME contains as a subautomaton the DFA 
M plus some additional states and transitions. ME has a new start state qt+ 1, and for 
each string WEE there is a deterministic path of new states beginning at qt+ 1 labeled 
with the characters of w. (The union of all such paths forms a tree.) The last state of the 
path will be an accepting state if M rejects w, otherwise it is a rejecting state. The other 
states in the path will be accepting or rejecting states depending on whether the string 
corresponding to the state is accepted or rejected, respectively, by the original 
machine M. Each new state of ME is, thus, uniquely associated with a prefix of some 
string of E. If p is a new state of ME associated with some prefix w’ of WEE, and if for 
some aG.Z, w’a is not a prefix of any string in E, then we must indicate the state to 
which the transition from state p on input a leads. In this case, the transition leads 
back to the appropriate state of the original machine M; i.e. 6(p, a)=d(q,, w’a). 
The number of new states is at most y1J E I+ 1 and, thus, the number of states in ME is 
at most t + n 1 E I+ 1. Consequently, if the representation rE encodes ME, we have, by 
inequality (6), 
Clearly, EXLIST may be implemented to run in polynomial time. Further, if r~ is 
treated as a constant, then by using the fact that I YI > to, polynomials p1 and p2 are 
easily found such that 
Thus, for any fixed alphabet C, the class of DFAs over C is strongly polynomially 
closed under exception lists. Note that the definition of strong polynomial closure 
precludes the appearance of a term containing I rl. I El in the size bound for rE. Since 
there is a term containing 61 E I in the above bound, we have failed to show strong 
polynomial closure if r~ is considered to be a variable. However, in the EXLIST 
algorithm for DFAs only t, the number of states, increases, and no term t I E I appears 
in the above bound. By dealing with these two components of size separately, we can 
show that the required compression still occurs. 
Let L be a PAC-learning algorithm for DFAs, with polynomial run time pL, and let 
a 3 3 be a constant such that for all n, t, CT 2 1, and for all E and y such that 0 <E, y < 1, 
pL 
( 
n, 12tologta, f, i <4 F 
10 
‘. 
We will show that algorithm 0 (as in Fig. 1, with constant a defined as above) is an 
Occam algorithm, with polynomial p. and constant a< 1 to be determined later. 
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Let the DFA that r encodes have t states and an alphabet of fl symbols. Then in step 
1 of algorithm 0, the output r’ of L satisfies 
1 1 
ly’l GPL ( n, s, -, - 1 EY 
dpL 
( 
n, 12tolog to, -, ~ 
E 1 ‘i 1 1 
a nta ’ 
<- ( - 1 . 
3 EY 
The number of states in the DFA that r’ encodes is at most lr’l and, thus, the 
number of states in the DFA encoded by rb output in step 3 is at most lr'l + nlE1 + 1. 
Consequently, by inequality (6) 
By the same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 5, inequality (2) holds with 
probability at least 1 --y; substituting for E and IEI, it follows that 
By algebraic simplification, it is easily shown that there is a constant c, such that 
nta a+2 




The constant c, is chosen so as to absorb other constants arising in the simplification, 
and such that for all m>c,, logm<m’1(2a+2). Since sa ta, for constant 
(x = (2a + 1)/(2a + 2) and for some polynomial pO, we have Irbl dp,(n, s, l/y)m”, com- 
pleting the proof that 0 is an Occam algorithm. 0 
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